## Outstanding Music Supervision

### The Affair

**Episode 511**

It’s Whitney’s wedding day and everything comes full circle.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor

### All American

**Hussle & Motivate**

After winning the state championship, Spencer faces a difficult decision that could transform his reputation and his life. With the recent death of Crenshaw’s famous fallen son, Nipsey Hussle, still fresh on everyone’s mind, the neighborhood pays its respects by holding a community wide candlelight vigil in Hyde Park.

Madonna Wade-Reed, Music Supervisor

### Amazing Stories

**The Heat**

Tuka and Sterling are best friends whose bond transcends the physical world as they follow their dreams after tragedy strikes.

Kerri Drootin, Music Supervisor
Charlie Haggard, Music Supervisor
Oliver Hild, Music Supervisor
Stacy Wallen-McCarthy, Music Supervisor

### American Horror Story: 1984

**Camp Redwood**

In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor

### American Idol

**On With The Show: Top 20 Sing For Your Vote**

American Idol debuts its very first remote show in series history, as judges Katy Perry, Luke Bryan, Lionel Richie, host, Ryan Seacrest, and in-house mentor Bobby Bones join the top 20 as they sing their hearts out for a spot in the top 10 from over 45 different locations.

Robin Kaye, Music Supervisor
Ashley Viergever, Music Supervisor
American Soul: The Untold Story Of Soul Train
Episode 204
Sly & The Family Stone arrive to perform on Soul Train bringing drama with them. Elton John performs being the first white artist on Soul Train. Katlyn tried to rekindle her relationship with JT & Don discovers Gerald has been running an illegal casino out of the Soul Train Club.

Ashley Neumeister, Music Supervisor

The Apollo
The storied 85-year history of the iconic Apollo Theater in Harlem, told by those who performed and worked there, and following the Apollo's inaugural staging of Ta-Nehisi Coates' acclaimed "Between the World and Me."

G. Marq Roswell, Music Supervisor
Dondi Bastone, Music Supervisor

Armistead Maupin's Tales Of the City
Coming Home
After two decades away, Mary Ann arrives in San Francisco for Anna Madrigal's 90th birthday party. But not everyone is happy to see her.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor

Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show
Ice Cube Day
Shawtane and Jerah celebrate "Ice Cube Day." A throwback jams festival for the #MeToo era. An airline passenger is distracted...by some some twerking.

Andrew Gross, Music Supervisor

Atypical
Searching For Brown Sugar Man
A rogue plan for Zahid leads to a last-minute mission for Sam, Casey, Paige and Abby. Meanwhile, Doug faces a major test and makes a pivotal choice.

Andy Gowan, Music Supervisor

Ballsers
Protocol Is For Losers
While enjoying retirement, Spencer gets a offer to become the first black majority team owner in professional football history. A year after splitting with Spencer, Joe eyes a big swing at Sports X. Ricky finds himself in hot water with Charles, and Vernon considers life outside of football.

Scott Vener, Music Supervisor

Becoming
Join former first lady Michelle Obama in an intimate documentary looking at her life, hopes and connection with others as she tours with "Becoming."

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor
**Better Call Saul**

The Guy For This

Jimmy’s business enters uncharted territory. Kim’s confidence is tested when she’s faced with a legal problem only she can solve. Nacho navigates increased pressure from Gus. Mike continues to spiral.

Thomas Golubić, Music Supervisor

---

**Better Things**

New Orleans

Sam goes to a wedding.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor
Heather Guibert, Music Supervisor

---

**Big Little Lies**

She Knows

Mary Louise grows increasingly concerned about Celeste's parenting; Madeline tries to make things right with Ed.

Simon Astall, Music Supervisor
Ben Turner, Music Supervisor

---

**Black Mirror**

Rachel, Jack And Ashley Too

A lonely teen becomes obsessed with a robot doll based on her pop star idol, Ashley O — just as the real Ashley’s life begins to unravel.

Amelia Hartley, Music Supervisor

---

**#blackAF**

because of slavery too

On a parents’ night out, Kenya and Joya party a little too hard while at the same music festival as Chloe, whose appearance doesn’t sit well with Kenya.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor

---

**Blow The Man Down**

Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth & Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.

Melissa Chapman, Music Supervisor
Annie Pearlman, Music Supervisor

---

**Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner**

Vancouver With Seth Rogen

On a cannabis-fortified trip back to his hometown, Seth reminisces over dim sum with David. Later, the duo attempt a maze and meet octopus Ceph Rogen.

Jennifer Lanchart, Music Supervisor
Jody Friedman, Music Supervisor
Catherine The Great
Episode One
Beset by challengers to her throne and plagued with division in her court, Catherine tightens her grip on Russia. Along the way she meets the dashing Lieutenant Potemkin, but exterior forces threaten to tear them apart before they even have the chance to begin.

Maggie Rochford, Music Supervisor
Chantelle Woodnutt, Music Supervisor

Cheer
God Blessed Texas
In the small town of Corsicana, Texas, hard-driving head coach Monica Aldama demands perfection from her squad of competitive college cheerleaders.

Jon Ernst, Music Supervisor

Cherish The Day
Genesis
A chance meeting between Gently James, a well-traveled caregiver from the West Adams district, and Evan Fisher, a software engineer, turns into an odyssey through south Los Angeles in which details of Gently's untraditional childhood come to light.

Derryck 'Big Tank' Thornton, Music Supervisor

Circus Of Books
For 35-plus years, the gay porn shop Circus of Books gave LA's LGBT+ community a space to socialize and celebrate themselves. Unbeknownst to most, the store was owned by Karen and Barry Mason, a straight couple with children who went to religious school and were unaware of their parents' business.

Taylor Rowley, Music Supervisor

City On A Hill
The Night Flynn Sent The Cops On The Ice
FBI Agent Jackie Rohr does not mind the culture of corruption or quid-pro-quo politics. But District Attorney Decourcy Ward wants to uproot the system. When an armored truck heist in Revere leaves three guards missing, Jackie and Decourcy find themselves in a faux-alliance that may, ultimately, turn into something real.

Chris Tergesen, Music Supervisor

The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel recounts the story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark

Marianne Goode, Music Supervisor
The Crown
Margaretology
With Britain in need of a financial bailout from the U.S., Elizabeth reluctantly enlists Margaret to assist in winning over President Johnson.

Sarah Bridge, Music Supervisor

Dare Me
Coup D'État
A small-town cheerleading squad is rocked by disturbing events when a new coach arrives.

Jessica Berndt, Music Supervisor
Chris Swanson, Music Supervisor

DAVE
The Gander
Dave attempts to capitalize on his YouTube success by getting YG to do a feature verse. Instead, Dave meets GaTa and gets educated on the social dynamics of the rap world. Under GaTa’s tutelage, an unlikely friendship is formed that may prove much more valuable than anything Dave was imagining.

Jason Alexander, Music Supervisor
Justin Feldman, Music Supervisor

David Makes Man
David’s Sky
Wanting to do well at school, David ends up in an altercation with his best friend, Seren; at home, David acts as a lookout for his neighborhood at the request of Raynan; Gloria leans on David; the truth about David’s friend, Sky, is revealed.

Jabari Ali, Music Supervisor

Daybreak
Josh vs. The Apocalypse: Part 1
Sure, Los Angeles is now a post-apocalyptic wasteland, but it’s not all bad. In fact, for C-student survivor Josh Wheeler, it’s a big improvement.

Andrea von Foerster, Music Supervisor

Dead To Me
You Know What You Did
As Jen and Judy grapple with the distressing events of the night before, Jen soon realizes that eyes — and ears — are everywhere in her neighborhood.

Tricia Halloran, Music Supervisor
Dear White People
Chaper III
While Brooke chases a story on a controversial filmmaker-in-residence, Sam tries to bluff her way through a big pitch, and Lionel goes on the prowl.

Morgan Rhodes, Music Supervisor

The Deuce
Finish It
Big changes come to The Deuce as Gene sees opportunity in the city's public health crisis. Vincent looks to get out from under the mob's thumb and makes peace with Abby, who decides to pursue a new future. Candy makes a critical choice in her relationship with Hank.

Blake Leyh, Music Supervisor

Dickinson
Wild Nights
Emily and Austin throw a party, and their mutual love for Sue causes tension.

DeVoe Yates, Music Supervisor

Dolly Parton's Heartstrings: These Old Bones
A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.
Crystal Grooms Mangano, Music Supervisor

The Eddy
Elliot
As jazz club owner Elliot juggles financial problems, band tensions and a visit from his teenage daughter, a shocking turn of events upends his life.

Angela Vicari, Music Supervisor

The End Of The F***ing World
Episode 2
Just as Alyssa claws her way back to a semblance of a normal life, she discovers her past isn't done with her yet.

Matt Biffa, Music Supervisor

Euphoria
And Salt The Earth Behind You
In the season finale, it's the winter formal at East Highland.

Jen Malone, Music Supervisor
Adam Leber, Music Supervisor
Evil
7 Swans A Singin
Kristen, David and Ben are called to investigate an insidiously addictive Christmas song that's spreading among an increasing number of students, and the dangerous relationship between online influencers and their impressionable young followers.

Jason Harkins, Music Supervisor

Family Reunion
Remember Black Elvis?
After M'Dear shares the family’s rich history with the kids, Moz and Cocoa are inspired to carry on the tradition.

Wendell Hanes, Music Supervisor

Feel Good
Episode 1
Comedian Mae embarks on an intense relationship with George, a woman who’s only dated men. But they both hold back important parts of themselves.

Becca Gatrell, Music Supervisor

For Life
Do Us Part
Aaron struggles to balance the demands of his own case with the needs of an inmate who’s fighting for the right to marry his dying girlfriend. Safiya defies the Prison Board, jeopardizing Anya’s campaign as well as their marriage.

Yvette Metoyer, Music Supervisor

Four Weddings And A Funeral
New Jersey
A year later the fractured friend group hopes a wedding may be the perfect occasion for a reunion.

Kevin Edelman, Music Supervisor
Andy Gowan, Music Supervisor

Free Meek
The Trap
Judge Brinkley finds Meek guilty of gun and drug charges, sentencing him to 11.5 - 23 months in jail and 10 years probation. After his release, Meek’s music career explodes with Rick Ross and ROC Nation. But probation violations land him back in jail and a trap he can’t escape.

Jordan Passman, Music Supervisor
Jake Weinreb, Music Supervisor
Marchese Taylor, Music Supervisor
**Gentefied**  
The Grapevine  
Struggling to make ends meet in the mariachi band, Javier considers leaving LA with son Danny, who’s in the throes of his first big crush.

Garrett McElver, Music Supervisor

**Godfather Of Harlem**  
I Am The Greatest  
Cassius Clay comes to New York to fight at Madison Square Garden, only to discover that Chin (Vincent D’Onofrio) and the mob want him to take a dive. Bumpy (Forest Whitaker) decides if he’ll protect Clay’s secret: a relationship with Malcolm X (Nigél Thatch) that could end his career.

Stephanie Diaz-Matos, Music Supervisor

**The Good Fight**  
The Gang Deals With Alternate Reality  
Diane Lockhart (Christine Baranski) finds herself living in an alternate reality where Donald Trump was never elected and Hillary Clinton is the current president of the United States. While Diane’s liberal self is overjoyed, she soon realizes how a different outcome of the 2016 election might have unexpected consequences.

Jason Harkins, Music Supervisor

**Good Girls**  
The Eye In Survivor  
Beth takes a gamble in order to strike a new business deal, but it has consequences that put the women in an unwelcome position. Meanwhile, Ruby worries that her lifestyle is rubbing off on her family and Annie realizes she may have a very inappropriate crush on someone.

Jonathan Leahy, Music Supervisor  
Alison Rosenfeld, Music Supervisor

**Good Trouble**  
Trap Heals  
The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family and Isaac’s anxiety. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Mariana is blindsided by a confession from someone. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request and Davia worries about rocking the boat at school.

Wendy Levy, Music Supervisor

**Graduate Together: America Honors The High School Class Of 2020**  
In response to the cancellation of high school graduation ceremonies due to Covid-19, Graduate Together: America Honors the High School Class of 2020 was a special carried across 46 broadcast network and streaming partners simultaneously. The telecast honored students, teachers and families with commencement addresses, musical performances and inspirational vignettes.

Rick Krimbel, Music Supervisor
The Great
A Pox On Hope
Catherine feels optimistic about peaceful coexistence with Peter and their increasing chemistry. When smallpox breaks out in the servant’s quarters, however, Peter reverts to his old ways. Meanwhile, Leo and Catherine’s relationship suffers and Georgina misses Peter.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor

Greenleaf
A Common Enemy
Bob Whitmore returns to Memphis, to remind Grace that he is the one in charge and to encourage her to consider a new idea he has for Calvary. On a mission to uncover what’s been going on between Noah and Grace, Charity makes a phone call.

Derryck 'Big Tank' Thornton, Music Supervisor

Have A Good Trip: Adventures In Psychedelics
Celebrities recall their most mind-bending trips via animations, reenactments, and more in this comedic documentary exploring the story of psychedelics.
Kim Huffman Cary, Music Supervisor

High Fidelity
Top Five Heartbreaks
After a first date gone wrong with nice guy, Clyde, record store owner, Rob Brooks recounts her Top Five Heartbreaks and a recent emotional run in with her past.

Manish Raval, Music Supervisor
Tom Wolfe, Music Supervisor
Alison Rosenfeld, Music Supervisor

Hip Hop: The Songs That Shook America (AMC Visionaries)
Alright: 2015
Making protest music in the era of Black Lives Matter, "Alright" by Kendrick Lamar becomes the unsaid anthem for hope.

Barry Cole, Music Supervisor

Hitsville: The Making Of Motown
Documentary about the birth of Motown in Detroit in 1958 until its relocation to Los Angeles in the 1970s, with Berry Gordy assembling the most successful record label in history. The creation of Motown coincided with a period of significant racial tensions in America, amid the burgeoning civil rights movement.

Michelle de Vries, Music Supervisor
Hollywood

Hooray For Hollywood

After returning from the war, Jack Castello arrives in Hollywood with hopes to make it in pictures. Jack’s wife, Henrietta, receives some unexpected news. A new friend makes Jack an offer that’s almost too good to be true.

Ryan Murphy, Music Supervisor
Alexis Martin Woodall, Music Supervisor
Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor

Homecoming

Soap

During an interview with the DoD, Audrey meets military official Francine Bunda. Walter goes to the Department of Veterans Affairs requesting his records. Bunda tells Leonard and Audrey that the Pentagon wants to partner with Geist. Alex volunteers to disguise as Jackie, a veteran, and find Walter.

Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor

Homeland

Prisoners Of War

Series Finale.

Kevin Edelman, Music Supervisor

How To Get Away With Murder

Stay

A group of ambitious law students and their brilliant criminal defense professor become involved in a twisted murder plot that promises to change the course of their lives.

Alexandra Patsavas, Music Supervisor

Hunters

The Jewish Question

Broken in the aftermath of the initial attack, The Hunters must recalibrate in order to face an even greater Nazi plot. Meyer appeals to Millie to evolve her notion of justice in pursuit of the greater good. Plagued with guilt, Jonah is pushed to the edge and embraces the darkness.

Susan Jacobs, Music Supervisor
Jackie Mulhearn, Music Supervisor

I Am Not Okay With This

The Party's Over

Sydney confronts the bully bothering her brother, Liam. Sydney has makeshift funeral, for Liam’s hedgehog, which subliminally reflects their unresolved feelings about their recently deceased father who committed suicide. Sydney deals with inner turbulence with her burbling telekinesis and her feelings toward her best friend Dina.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor
I Know This Much Is True
Episode One
Following his identical twin brother’s violent public breakdown, Dominick Birdsey recounts the events that lead up to his brother’s episode.

Matt Kallman, Music Supervisor
Jim Black, Music Supervisor

I Love You, Now Die: The Commonwealth v. Michelle Carter
Can one teenager be responsible for the suicide of another? This documentary delves into the 2014 suicide of 18-year-old Conrad Roy, text messages from 17-year-old girlfriend Michelle Carter which may have encouraged Conrad to kill himself, and the subsequent trial, questioning culpability and mental health in the digital age.
Bryan Bonwell, Music Supervisor

Insecure
Lowkey Movin’ On
The block party brings the girls together while Issa works around the clock to ensure the event goes off without a hitch.

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor

Jett
Miljan Bestic
Before a fateful meeting with Bestic, Jett plans to be free of him. When the two come face to face, Bestic reveals the origins of his feud with Charlie. As the situation becomes increasingly perilous, Jett realizes she’s in danger of losing the very thing she holds most dear.

Jonathan McHugh, Music Supervisor

Killing Eve
Meetings Have Biscuits
Villanelle agrees to a job that will take her back to London. Carolyn’s Moscow contacts come in use when Eve and the Bitter Pill team unravel a potential lead to The Twelve.

Catherine Grieves, Music Supervisor
David Holmes, Music Supervisor

The Last Dance
Episode 5
With the team’s break-up looming, Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls sought their sixth NBA title in the fall of 1997. Based on never-before-seen-footage and remarkably candid interviews, “The Last Dance” tells the tale of one of the greatest-dynasties in sports history, led by the greatest player of all time.

Rudy Chung, Music Supervisor
Jason Hehir, Music Supervisor
**Little America**
The Cowboy
A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma's cowboy culture.

Zach Cowie, Music Supervisor

**Little Fires Everywhere**
The Uncanny
In 1981, a young Mia begins studying in New York, where she meets a captivating photographer. Struggling to pay her tuition, Mia makes a decision that will change the course of her entire life. Meanwhile, a young Elena questions past choices as she adjusts to life with a fourth child.

Mary Ramos, Music Supervisor

**Living With Yourself**
The Best You Can Be
Fearing his career and relationship are both going down the tubes, Miles heeds the advice of a newly successful co-worker and visits a mysterious spa.

Barry Cole, Music Supervisor

**Lodge 49**
Le Rêve Impossible
In a foreign land, the Lynx search for the Grail and Ernie embraces his fate. Janet pulls Liz into a scheme. Blammo.

Thomas Patterson, Music Supervisor

**Looking For Alaska**
Episode 101
A new student arrives to a boarding school and meets a young girl named Alaska. During his time getting to know and understand her he slowly falls in love with her. But through his time with her, he finds out that her life isn't as perfect as he thought.

Alexandra Patsavas, Music Supervisor

**Los Espookys**
El exorcismo
Four friends – Renaldo, Andrés, Úrsula and Tati – start a new business based on their shared love of horror, enlisting Renaldo's uncle Tico to help with its promotion.

Índice, Music Supervisor
Javier Nuño, Music Supervisor
Joe Rodriguez, Music Supervisor

**Love Life**
The Person
Darby takes a night for herself.

Rob Lowry, Music Supervisor
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
It's Comedy Or Cabbage
Midge runs into an old friend in Miami. Abe grows frustrated with his beatnik friends while Rose reaches her breaking point with Shirley.

Robin Urdang, Music Supervisor
Amy Sherman-Palladino, Music Supervisor
Daniel Palladino, Music Supervisor

McMillion$
Episode 1
In 2001, FBI Agent Doug Mathews received an anonymous tip of a con surrounding the beloved McDonald's Monopoly game and a mysterious mastermind behind it: "Uncle Jerry." The investigation, codenamed "Operation Final Answer," prompts Agent Mathews to propose an unorthodox undercover sting on what becomes a bizarre but unforgettable case.

Jill Meyers, Music Supervisor
Sarah Maniquis-Garrisi, Music Supervisor

Messiah
It Came To Pass As It Was Spoken
News of a marvel electrifies the phenomenon around al-Masih, but Eva's skepticism deepens. Jibril's and Samer's paths diverge amid political unrest.

Lauren Fay Levy, Music Supervisor

Modern Love
Hers Was A World Of One
“There was no guarantee that doing an open adoption would get us a baby any faster... in fact, our agency warned us that, as a gay male couple, we might be in for a long wait.”

Alison Clark, Music Supervisor

The Morning Show
No One's Gonna Harm You, Not While I'm Around
A looming article threatens to upend the TMS power structure.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor

Motherland: Fort Salem
Bellweather Season
The Unit goes off base to Abigail’s cousin’s High Atlantic wedding, where Abigail becomes disillusioned about her privilege, Raelle and Scylla’s relationship blossoms, and Tally sees something troubling that changes the very fabric of the Unit.

Janet Lopez, Music Supervisor
**Mrs. America**
Phyllis
Conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly considers another run for Congress, amid the women’s movement’s push for passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Mary Ramos, Music Supervisor

**Mrs. Fletcher**
Welcome Back
In the series finale, Eve celebrates a life-changing decision. Brendan has an epiphany about college. Sanjay does a good deed.

Bruce Gilbert, Music Supervisor
Lauren Marie Mikus, Music Supervisor

**My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name**
Chapter 16: The Blue Fairy
Season finale. With graduation in sight, Elena’s overwhelmed by memories of her past and copes by drafting her first novel. Meanwhile, her suitor, Pietro Airota, proposes and Elena entrusts him with her manuscript. Upon receiving unexpected good news, she sets out to find Lila, whose circumstances have seen dramatic changes.

Francesca Calvelli, Music Supervisor

**Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet**
The Casino
Brad takes the day off to prove a point, leaving Poppy and David to keep the game afloat. Dana and Rachel have a girls’ night in.

Andy Gowan, Music Supervisor

**Narcos: Mexico**
Free Trade
After meeting with Pacho, Félix presents the plaza bosses with a new business plan. Walt receives a surprising invitation.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Marc Mondello, Music Supervisor

**Never Have I Ever**
...had sex with Paxton Hall-Yoshida
Devi’s friends don’t believe that she is dating Paxton she is forced to admit how much she doesn’t know about sex and relationships. Meanwhile, Devi’s mom, Nalani reflects on bittersweet memories about her husband and his beloved moped.

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor
Normal People
Episode 4
Connell finds college lonely; Marianne finds instant popularity. After running into each other they decide to try to be friends.

Juliet Martin, Music Supervisor
Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor

The Not-Too-Late Show With Elmo
Batman/Pentatonix
Batman channels all his crime-fighting strength into playing a competitive round of beach ball ballyhoo! Will his superhero ways keep the game afloat? Also, Pentatonix sing a medley of bedtime songs.

Bill Sherman, Music Supervisor

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
The Stinker Thinker
Krystal Stubbs doubles down on her husband’s dreams while he wrestles with leaving his J-O-B. Cody loses a friend, but meets his hero.

Zach Cowie, Music Supervisor

On My Block
Chapter Twenty-Eight
A fraught hike into the woods and a startling discovery pushes the crew toward some difficult decisions that will change their friendship — and future.

Ben Hochstein, Music Supervisor
Jamie Dooner, Music Supervisor

Patsy & Loretta
Patsy & Loretta is based on the untold true story of the friendship between two of country music’s greatest icons, Patsy Cline and Loretta Lynn. Already well established in her career, Patsy takes Loretta under her wing, helping her navigate the male-dominated Nashville music industry.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor
Mandi Collier, Music Supervisor

Peaky Blinders
The Shock
At the party, Mosley makes a speech. Ben Younger faces unexpected consequences for reporting Tommy’s intel on fascists. Tommy visits an asylum patient.

Amelia Hartley, Music Supervisor
Pete Saville, Music Supervisor
**Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels**

Wicked Old World

Tiago and Molly visit Santa Monica Pier to escape their complicated lives. Livid at the murder of his friends, Lewis interrogates Brian Koenig. Councilwoman Beverly Beck vows to fight Townsend and Alex. Peter discovers a dark truth when he visits Elsa at home. Mateo visits the Crimson Cat dance hall.

Deva Anderson, Music Supervisor

---

**The Plot Against America**

Part 6

As violence spreads across the country before Election Day, Herman takes measures to keep his family safe. Meanwhile, Bess helps a small child caught in a maelstrom of anti-Semitism in Kentucky. Alvin is recruited for a new and secret mission as the ties that bind the Levins together are stressed.

Blake Leyh, Music Supervisor

---

**Pose**

In My Heels

After a medical set back, Blanca struggles to reassemble the House of Evangelista. Meanwhile, Pray Tell confronts old traumas when an exciting new category is proposed.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor
Alexis Martin Woodall, Music Supervisor
Ryan Murphy, Music Supervisor

---

**Project Blue Book**

Close Encounters

While reminiscing on the set of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Hynek recounts his experiences with the infamous Robertson Panel and the eccentric alien contactee for whom he put everything on the line.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor

---

**Quiz**

Episode Three

Persecuted and hounded by the public and the press, the Ingrams and their accomplice head to court. As the trial begins, it appears clear that the case for the prosecution is fait accompli.

Sue Crawshaw, Music Supervisor

---

**Ramy**

Uncle Naseem

Yes. Mexicans can go to heaven

Rob Lowry, Music Supervisor
The Ranch
Take Me Home, Country Roads
In the series finale, Luke opens up about his struggles, Maggie throws one last Christmas party at the bar, and Colt gives Beau a heartwarming gift.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor
Mandi Collier, Music Supervisor

The Righteous Gemstones
Interlude
Flash back to 1989 to see how young Jesse and Judy, as well as Uncle Baby Billy, each handle news that Aimee-Leigh is pregnant in their own way.

Devoe Yates, Music Supervisor
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor

RUN
Tell
Stranded in the middle of nowhere, Ruby and Billy argue about what to do next. Each affected by the other's desperation, the two must come together to confront their actions. Meanwhile, Laurel makes a gruesome discovery and receives an eventful visit from Detective Babe Cloud.

Simon Astall, Music Supervisor

Schooled
Beanie Babies
With Mellor's help, CB plans to give Lainey an epic Christmas gift and share his feelings until Barry comes to town. In an effort for a more inclusive holiday show, Glascott forces Lainey to take on more than she can handle.

Ann Kline, Music Supervisor

Selah And The Spades
Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Melissa Chapman, Music Supervisor
Annie Pearlman, Music Supervisor

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker
Bootstraps
Sarah's dream of opening a factory hinges on securing the support of local Black businessmen - and an endorsement from the famous Booker T. Washington.

Morgan Rhodes, Music Supervisor
Sex Education
Episode 7
Welcome to the morning after. "Sex kid" has made a huge mess — and just can't stop barfing. Chaos comes to class, and in detention, girls bond.

Matt Biffa, Music Supervisor

Shameless
Gallavich!
Liam out-Gallaghers Frank as Lip works to convince Tami to stay in Chicago with their baby. Debbie turns over a new romantic leaf. Kev's new business takes off, but V wonders where the money is going.

Ann Kline, Music Supervisor

Share
After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn't remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

Andreas Bråuning Arcos, Music Supervisor
Matthew Hearon-Smith, Music Supervisor

Shrill
Salon
Annie receives an invite to Gabe's monthly salon. There she meets the publisher of The Thorn who is impressed with her work. Annie sees that she has been selling herself short in her work life and her love life and maybe needs to push herself further.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor

Siren
Episode 3007
A coastal town known for its legend of once being home to mermaids is turned upside down when a mysterious girl appears and begins wreaking havoc.

Laura Webb, Music Supervisor

Snowpiercer
The Universe Is Indifferent
On a divided Snowpiercer, Melanie (Jennifer Connelly) intensifies her search for Layton (Daveed Diggs). Meanwhile, Layton is weaponizing her secret, and Third Class faces a reckoning when he presents them with a choice.

Natasha Duprey, Music Supervisor

Songland
Lady Antebellum
In the season two premiere, undiscovered songwriters are put center stage as they pitch their original material to multi-platinum trio Lady Antebellum and a panel of chart-topping music producers.

Jill Meyers, Music Supervisor
Soundtrack
Track 4: Margot And Frank
Nellie’s family history takes center stage in this retrospective chapter on young love, devastating distance, and one pivotal night of surprises.

Jen Ross, Music Supervisor

Space Force
THE LAUNCH
Four-star general Mark Naird — leader of the newly created Space Force — is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

Thomas Golubić, Music Supervisor

Spinning Out
Now Entering Sun Valley
Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister’s obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.

Michael A. Perlmutter, Music Supervisor
Dondrea Erauw, Music Supervisor

The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage!
SpongeBob and all of Bikini Bottom face catastrophe—until a most unexpected hero rises to take center stage. The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage! A theatrical party full of heart and humor, where the power of optimism really can save the world.

Julie McBride, Music Supervisor

The Stranger
An unassuming young rideshare driver is thrown into her worst nightmare when a mysterious Hollywood Hills passenger enters her car. Her terrifying, heart-stopping ride with the stranger unfolds over 12 hours as she navigates the seedy underbelly of Los Angeles in a chilling game of cat and mouse.

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor

Stranger Things
Chapter Three: The Case Of The Missing Lifeguard
Max introduces sheltered Eleven to music/ Eleven uses powers for fun stumbling across potential grave danger involving Billy Jonathan/Nancy working at the local newspaper grow suspicious of one story. At the towns local Shopping mall where Steve/Robin work Robin translates Russian encoded messages. Steve Dustin snoop around mall searching clues

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor

Sweet Magnolias
Pour It Out
Amid prying eyes, Maddie tries to move on from Bill’s fall from grace. Dana Sue deals with problems in her kitchen. Helen makes a life-altering purchase.

Valerie Biggin, Music Supervisor
**Tales From The Loop**

Parallel

A man travels to an unknown world in search of love.

George Drakoulias, Music Supervisor

---

**Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem And Madness**

Cult Of Personality

Subjected to long hours, little (or no) pay and the whims of eccentric bosses: are big cat employees just cogs in a web of personality cults?

Randall Poster, Music Supervisor
Meghan Currier, Music Supervisor

---

**To All the Boys: PS I Still Love You**

Lara Jean and Peter have just taken their relationship from pretend to official when another recipient of one of her old love letters enters the picture.

Laura Webb, Music Supervisor
Lindsay Wolfington, Music Supervisor

---

**Trying**

Nikki And Jason

When they learn that another round of IVF would be too expensive and unlikely to succeed, Nikki and Jason start exploring adoption.

Catherine Grimes, Music Supervisor

---

**Twenties**

I've Got The World On A String

Hattie navigates office politics on her first day as a writer’s PA. Meanwhile Marie gets hassled by her gambling mother while Nia take a chance on a date with her yoga client.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor

---

**Ugly Delicious**

Kids Menu

Nervous dad-to-be Dave seeks advice from fellow chefs on how to juggle work and parenting, then tries his hand at making kid-friendly food.

Jody Friedman, Music Supervisor
Jennifer Lanchart, Music Supervisor

---

**Unorthodox**

Part 3

As Moishe secretly gathers evidence against Esty, she realizes she needs help to audition for the scholarship she desperately needs.

Sabine Steyer-Violet, Music Supervisor
Melissa Perales, Music Supervisor
VICE
Keepers Of The Caliphate & SIM Kids
Hind Hassan explores the resurgence of ISIS within al-Hol camp, where tens of thousands of women and children who once lived under The Islamic State and are now held; Krishna Andavolu then examines the origins of a "perfect crime" and explores the urgent implications for personal security and digital identity.

Jackie Palazzolo, Music Supervisor

Vida
Episode 306
With the weight of their mother’s legacy on their shoulders, the sisters are forced to decide whether they will ultimately stay together or go their separate ways.

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor
Michelle Johnson, Music Supervisor

Virgin River
Into The Light
A storm causes a town power outage and everybody gets together at Jack’s bar. Mel grapples with her revelation. Preacher investigates Paige.

Lindsay Wolfington, Music Supervisor

Watchmen
This Extraordinary Being
Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela get a firsthand account of her grandfather's journey.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor

Westworld
Parce Domine
Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovers that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard's attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

Sean O'Meara, Music Supervisor
Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor

The World According To Jeff Goldblum
Ice Cream
Jeff Goldblum takes his tastebuds on a delectable trip within the world of ice cream. From a festival in the desert to the wilds of the Pacific Northwest to a US Navy carrier, Jeff discovers the deep connection between humans and food and the power of nostalgia.

Duncan F. Brown, Music Supervisor
**Wu-Tang: An American Saga**

Labels

Industry Rule #4,080 - Bobby deals with the struggles of a recording label and filming for his first video "Ooh, We Love You Rakeem"

Stephanie Diaz-Matos, Music Supervisor
King Tech, Music Supervisor

---

**Yellowstone**

A Thundering

Kayce settles into his new role at the Ranch. A damaging article threatens to expose John. Rainwater pitches his new plan to the tribal council.

Andrea von Foerster, Music Supervisor

---

**Zoey's Extraordinary Playlist**

Zoey's Extraordinary Dad

After hearing an ominous song, Zoey does everything in her power to stop something bad from happening.

Jen Ross, Music Supervisor

---

**End of Category**